Industry 4.0 APM Assessment
Preparing for your digital transformation journey

MAXGRIP’S INDUSTRY 4.0 APM ASSESSMENT IS A GREAT START AND DELIVERS:

- Your company’s tailor-made action plan with a clear roadmap
- Insight into the status quo vs your Industry 4.0 ambitions
- Plainly defined priorities, KPIs and ROI targets

WHAT CAN INDUSTRY 4.0 DO FOR YOU?

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), Big Data, and Predictive Analytics are building blocks for Industry 4.0. When asking what Industry 4.0 can do for you, expectations run high and rightfully so. At the same time, all successful journeys start with the right orientation and preparations. For improving asset reliability, optimizing performance, and reducing costs, the typical goals of Asset Performance Management (APM), industries rely on MaxGrip.

CONNECTING THE DOTS

The digital journey to Industry 4.0 does not have to be difficult, as long as we start with full transparency and a set of realistic expectations. MaxGrip has a clear vision and a solid track record on how to connect the dots between people, processes, and systems. We help forward-thinking companies to reap the benefits of Industry 4.0. What’s more, you can expect a great ROI - right from the start.

STARTING THE TRANSFORMATION

Many companies have started Industry 4.0 pilot projects. Aiming beyond Proof-of-Concept and the stage of promises, they also invest in their first IIoT solutions. However, really moving the digital transformation forward can be a daunting prospect, whether solutions are to be deployed on-site or on enterprise level. Without an integrated setup and proper planning, outcomes remain unpredictable.

HOW WE GET THE JOB DONE

MaxGrip provides insight into the maturity of your current asset management organisation. The Industry 4.0 APM Assessment is an important first step towards realising your strategic objectives. Our consultants know how to achieve the critical process-driven alignment between departments. In various industries, they train people to speak the same language, develop the right skills, and get the data to be accurate and fit for purpose.
WHAT YOU WILL GET
As a comprehensive and pragmatic action plan, the Industry 4.0 APM Assessment provides you with a clear roadmap and specific action steps, attuned to your organisation and business goals. It delivers insight into the current state of affairs versus your ambitions. It substantiates your Industry 4.0 business case, and plainly defines the KPIs and ROI targets. You could not set out better prepared.

DEPLOYMENT AND EXECUTION
The Industry 4.0 APM assessment secures a flying start. It shows you the way, the expected ROI, and the consequences of each step for all the people, processes, and systems involved. Subsequently, MaxGrip can facilitate an effective deployment and execution of your plans. We relish the opportunity to practice what we preach, and to be held responsible for the successful completion of your journey.

INDUSTRY 4.0: MAXGRIP’S TRACK RECORD
MaxGrip has a global reputation for implementing proven APM methods with a no-nonsense approach to industrial maintenance. Many of our clients are engaged in profitable Industry 4.0 developments. We deliver APM expertise through our software, services, and strong partner ecosystem. Technology is the means to an end, never the goal in itself. We believe that a personal approach and best practices are key in APM-related digital transformations.

MaxGrip is an international asset performance management (APM) company providing services and certified software solutions for companies with capital-intensive assets. Our success is built on our commitment to deliver full asset control to our clients, and deploy cost-effective Industry 4.0 APM initiatives.

We work with global market leaders to deliver the best results and solve challenges concerning asset availability, efficiency, safety, productivity, and reliability. Founded in the Netherlands in 1997, today MaxGrip is established in the USA, Germany, Malaysia, Singapore, Australia, and Taiwan.

MaxGrip regards connecting people, processes, and systems as the key to successful asset management. Our clients operate in Food & Beverage, Oil & Gas, Infrastructure & Utilities, Chemicals, and many other industrial markets. We deliver clear insights and an attractive ROI while guiding companies through their digital transformation.